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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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“Stripe”  
model

Start with an antiferromagnet



“Stripe”  
model

Domain walls 4 lattice spacings apart



Observed in La-based 
compounds (Tranquada..)
Theory: Zaanen, Kivelson, Fradkin….
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Put the holes in the domain walls
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Unconventional density wave (DW) : 
Bose condensation of particle-hole pairs

⌦
c†↵(r1)c↵(r2)

↵

=
h
P(r1 � r2)

i
⇥  DW

✓
r1 + r2

2

◆
eiQ·(r1+r2)/2 + c.c.

M. A. Metlitski and S. Sachdev,  Phys. Rev. B 85, 075127 (2010)
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Crucial “center-of-mass” co-ordinate.

(Not used in previous work)

Simplifies action of time-reversal

M. A. Metlitski and S. Sachdev,  Phys. Rev. B 85, 075127 (2010)



Unconventional density wave (DW) : 
Bose condensation of particle-hole pairs
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Density wave form factor (internal particle-hole pair wavefunction)

P(r) =

Z
d2k

4⇡2
P(k)eik·r

Time-reversal symmetry requires P(k) = P(�k).

We expand (using reflection symmetry for Q along axes or diagonals)
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(cos k
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+ cos k
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M. A. Metlitski and S. Sachdev,  Phys. Rev. B 85, 075127 (2010)
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Conventional CDW order: s-form factor

Plot of Pij =

D
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E
for i = j, and i, j nearest neighbors.
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�
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P(k) = 1 and Q = 2⇡(1/4, 0)

Q = (⇡/2, 0)
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Unconventional DW order: s0-form factor
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Unconventional DW order: s0-form factor
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X-ray
observations
indicate
strong s0

component in
LBCO

“Stripe”  
model !

A. J. Achkar, F. He, R. Sutarto, Christopher McMahon, M. Zwiebler, M. Hucker, G. D. Gu,
Ruixing Liang, D. A. Bonn, W. N. Hardy, J. Geck, and D. G. Hawthorn, arXiv:1409.6787

Q = (⇡/2, 0)

David 
Hawthorn
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“R-map” of BSCCO in zero magnetic field, similar to those published in Y. Kohsaka, C. Taylor,
K. Fujita, A. Schmidt, C. Lupien, T. Hanaguri, M. Azuma, M. Takano, H. Eisaki, H. Takagi,
S. Uchida, and J. C. Davis, Science 315, 1380 (2007). Davis group has sub-angstrom resolution
capabilities, with lattice drift corrections, which make sublattice phase-resolved STM possible.

See also
C. Howald, H. Eisaki,
N. Kaneko, M. Greven,
and A. Kapitulnik,
Phys. Rev. B 67,
014533 (2003);

M. Vershinin, S. Misra,
S. Ono, Y. Abe, Yoichi
Ando, and
A. Yazdani, Science
303, 1995 (2004).

W. D. Wise, M. C. Boyer,
K. Chatterjee, T. Kondo,
T. Takeuchi, H. Ikuta,
Y. Wang, and
E. W. Hudson,
Nature Phys. 4, 696
(2008).

A density wave with
wavelength ⇡ 4 lattice sites ?
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Y. Kohsaka et al., Science 315, 1380 (2007)
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Y. Kohsaka et al., Science 315, 1380 (2007)
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s+ s0-form factor density wave

s+ s0 form factor does not match STM measurements
on BSCCO, Na-CCOC.

Q = (⇡/2, 0)
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Unconventional DW order: d-form factor

M. A. Metlitski and S. Sachdev, Phys. Rev. B 82, 075128 (2010).
S. Sachdev and R. LaPlaca, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 027202 (2013).

Q = (⇡/2, 0)

Our prediction:
Density wave on

horizontal
bonds has a

phase-shift of ⇡
relative to the
wave on vertical

bonds



Y. Kohsaka et al., Science 315, 1380 (2007)

Q = (⇡/2, 0)
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d-form factor density wave order

M. A. Metlitski and S. Sachdev, Phys. Rev. B 82, 075128 (2010).
S. Sachdev and R. LaPlaca, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 027202 (2013).



Y. Kohsaka et al., Science 315, 1380 (2007)

Q = (⇡/2, 0)
x

y

d-form factor density wave order

d form factor is compatible with STM measurements
on BSCCO, Na-CCOC !



Direct phase-sensitive identification of a d-form factor
density wave in underdoped cuprates
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The identity of the fundamental broken symmetry (if any) in the
underdoped cuprates is unresolved. However, evidence has been
accumulating that this state may be an unconventional density
wave. Here we carry out site-specific measurements within each
CuO2 unit cell, segregating the results into three separate elec-
tronic structure images containing only the Cu sites [Cu(r)] and
only the x/y axis O sites [Ox(r) and Oy(r)]. Phase-resolved Fourier
analysis reveals directly that the modulations in the Ox(r) and Oy(r)
sublattice images consistently exhibit a relative phase of π. We
confirm this discovery on two highly distinct cuprate compounds,
ruling out tunnel matrix-element and materials-specific systemat-
ics. These observations demonstrate by direct sublattice phase-
resolved visualization that the density wave found in underdoped
cuprates consists of modulations of the intraunit-cell states that
exhibit a predominantly d-symmetry form factor.

CuO2 pseudogap | broken symmetry | density-wave form factor

Understanding the microscopic electronic structure of the
CuO2 plane represents the essential challenge of cuprate

studies. As the density of doped holes, p, increases from zero in
this plane, the pseudogap state (1, 2) first emerges, followed by
the high-temperature superconductivity. Within the elementary
CuO2 unit cell, the Cu atom resides at the symmetry point with
an O atom adjacent along the x axis and the y axis (Fig. 1A,
Inset). Intraunit-cell (IUC) degrees of freedom associated with
these two O sites (3, 4), although often disregarded, may actually
represent the key to understanding CuO2 electronic structure.
Among the proposals in this regard are valence-bond ordered
phases having localized spin singlets whose wavefunctions are
centered on Ox or Oy sites (5, 6), electronic nematic phases
having a distinct spectrum of eigenstates at Ox and Oy sites (7,
8), and orbital-current phases in which orbitals at Ox and Oy are
distinguishable due to time-reversal symmetry breaking (9). A
common element to these proposals is that, in the pseudogap
state of lightly hole-doped cuprates, some form of electronic
symmetry breaking renders the Ox and Oy sites of each CuO2
unit cell electronically inequivalent.

Electronic Inequivalence at the Oxygen Sites of the CuO2
Plane in Pseudogap State
Experimental electronic structure studies that discriminate the
Ox from Oy sites do find a rich phenomenology in underdoped
cuprates. Direct oxygen site-specific visualization of electronic
structure reveals that even very light hole doping of the insulator
produces local IUC symmetry breaking, rendering Ox and Oy
inequivalent (10), that both Q ≠ 0 density wave (11) and Q = 0
C4-symmetry breaking (11, 12, 13) involve electronic inequi-
valence of the Ox and Oy sites, and that the Q ≠ 0 and Q = 0

broken symmetries weaken simultaneously with increasing p and
disappear jointly near pc = 0.19 (13). For multiple cuprate com-
pounds, neutron scattering reveals clear intraunit-cell breaking of
rotational symmetry (14, 15, 16). Thermal transport studies (17)
can likewise be interpreted. Polarized X-ray scattering studies
reveal the electronic inequivalence between Ox and Oy sites (18)
and that angular dependent scattering is best modeled by spa-
tially modulating their inequivalence with a d-symmetry form
factor (19). Thus, evidence from a variety of techniques indicates
that Q = 0 C4 breaking (electronic inequivalence of Ox and Oy) is
a key element of underdoped-cuprate electronic structure. The
apparently distinct phenomenology of Q ≠ 0 incommensurate
density waves (DW) in underdoped cuprates has also been reported
extensively (20–27). Moreover, recent studies (28, 29) have dem-
onstrated beautifully that the density modulations first visualized
by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) imaging (30) are in-
deed the same as the DW detected by these X-ray scattering
techniques. However, although distinct in terms of which symmetry
is broken, there is mounting evidence that the incommensurate
DW and the IUC degrees of freedom are somehow linked micro-
scopically (13, 16, 19, 31, 32).

Significance

High-temperature superconductivity emerges when holes are
introduced into the antiferromagnetic, insulating CuO2 plane
of the cuprates. Intervening between the insulator and the
superconductor is the mysterious pseudogap phase. Evidence
has been accumulating that this phase supports an exotic
density wave state that may be key to its existence. By in-
troducing visualization techniques that discriminate the elec-
tronic structure at the two oxygen sites with each CuO2 unit
cell, we demonstrate that this density wave consists of periodic
modulations maintaining a phase difference of π between ev-
ery such pair of oxygen sites. Therefore, the cuprate pseudo-
gap phase contains a previously unknown electronic state—
a density wave with a d-symmetry form factor.
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The identity of the fundamental broken symmetry (if any) in the
underdoped cuprates is unresolved. However, evidence has been
accumulating that this state may be an unconventional density
wave. Here we carry out site-specific measurements within each
CuO2 unit cell, segregating the results into three separate elec-
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only the x/y axis O sites [Ox(r) and Oy(r)]. Phase-resolved Fourier
analysis reveals directly that the modulations in the Ox(r) and Oy(r)
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ruling out tunnel matrix-element and materials-specific systemat-
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C4-symmetry breaking (11, 12, 13) involve electronic inequi-
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broken symmetries weaken simultaneously with increasing p and
disappear jointly near pc = 0.19 (13). For multiple cuprate com-
pounds, neutron scattering reveals clear intraunit-cell breaking of
rotational symmetry (14, 15, 16). Thermal transport studies (17)
can likewise be interpreted. Polarized X-ray scattering studies
reveal the electronic inequivalence between Ox and Oy sites (18)
and that angular dependent scattering is best modeled by spa-
tially modulating their inequivalence with a d-symmetry form
factor (19). Thus, evidence from a variety of techniques indicates
that Q = 0 C4 breaking (electronic inequivalence of Ox and Oy) is
a key element of underdoped-cuprate electronic structure. The
apparently distinct phenomenology of Q ≠ 0 incommensurate
density waves (DW) in underdoped cuprates has also been reported
extensively (20–27). Moreover, recent studies (28, 29) have dem-
onstrated beautifully that the density modulations first visualized
by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) imaging (30) are in-
deed the same as the DW detected by these X-ray scattering
techniques. However, although distinct in terms of which symmetry
is broken, there is mounting evidence that the incommensurate
DW and the IUC degrees of freedom are somehow linked micro-
scopically (13, 16, 19, 31, 32).
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superconductor is the mysterious pseudogap phase. Evidence
has been accumulating that this phase supports an exotic
density wave state that may be key to its existence. By in-
troducing visualization techniques that discriminate the elec-
tronic structure at the two oxygen sites with each CuO2 unit
cell, we demonstrate that this density wave consists of periodic
modulations maintaining a phase difference of π between ev-
ery such pair of oxygen sites. Therefore, the cuprate pseudo-
gap phase contains a previously unknown electronic state—
a density wave with a d-symmetry form factor.
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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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FIG. 1. (a) The color density plot represents the electron spectral
function in the presence of long-range bidirectional bond density
wave at zero magnetic field (we use the unfolded Brillouin zone as
measured in photoemission, and the density plot has full 4 fold sym-
metry about the center of the square; in experiments such a long-
range BDW is likely only present at high-fields, and the photoemis-
sion spectrum with short-range BDW correlations appears in Fig. 2).
All other annotations are superimposed to highlight aspects of the
spectral density. The wavevectors of the charge density wave are
marked by the dashed arrows. In black, the Fermi surface used for
our computation. The zero field charge density wave induces recon-
struction and the formation of an electron-like pocket, shown in red
and two hole-like pockets, shown in blue. The pocket contours are
obtained by semiclassical analysis as described in sec. III A. The pa-
rameters are t1 = 1.0, t2 = �0.33, t3 = 0.03, µ = �0.9604, p = 10%,
Px

0 = Py
0 = 0.15, � = 0.317. (b) Quantum oscillations in the den-

sity of states induced by an applied magnetic field: red lines mark
peaks associated with the electron pocket (frequency 432 T or 1.55%
of Brillouin zone), and blue lines those from the hole pockets (fre-
quency 90.9 T or 0.326% of Brillouin zone).

terms of a multicomponent O(6) order parameter, n, collect-
ing the order parameters of both superconductivity and bond
density wave [6, 19, 21, 37]. At low temperature, terms that
break the O(6) symmetry explicitly cause n to fluctuate pref-
erentially along the particular direction that corresponds to su-
perconductivity. This produces long-range superconductivity.
On the other hand, at higher temperature, O(6) symmetry is

FIG. 2. Electron spectral function in the presence of fluctuating
superconducting and bond density wave correlations. p = 11%,
�0 = Px

0 = Py
0 = 1, T/t1 = 0.06, g/⇤2 = 0.2, ⇢S = 0.05, ⇤ = 2.

The details are discussed in sec. IV.

approximately restored and n fluctuates along all directions,
yielding short-ranged superconducting and bond order corre-
lations (see Fig. 13 in secVII B). This model has been shown
[6] to be in agreement with measurements obtained via X-ray
scattering experiments. In this paper, we explore the impli-
cations of the phase fluctuations of n arising from the O(6)
model on the spectral density of electronic excitations. We do
so by coupling at the RPA level the Fermi surface to the su-
perconducting and bond order fluctuations described by the
model. Our main results are displayed in Fig. 2, showing
a constant frequency cut (at ! = 0) of the electron spectral
function. Bond order fluctuations lead to enhanced scattering
in the nested regions of the Fermi surface, whereas supercon-
ducting fluctuations damp the nodal quasiparticles. A small
region of the Fermi surface near the nodal points remains un-
a↵ected by either order, and we identify it with the “Fermi
arcs” seen in photoemission spectroscopy. A more detailed
description of the features of the electron spectral function is
given in section IV.

II. MODEL

We base our analysis on the following model hamiltonian

H =
X

r,a


� tac†

r+a

c
r

+ �
a

 
r+a/2c†

r+a,"c
†
r,# + h.c.

+
X

i

Pi
a

eiQi·(r+a/2)�i
r+a/2c†

r+a

c
r

+ h.c.
�
.

(1)

Here r labels the sites of a square lattice and the vector a

runs over first, second and third neighbors, and also on-site
(a = 0). The first term is the usual kinetic term, with hopping
parameters ta.

The second term couples the electron to the superconduct-
ing order parameter. The coe�cient �

a

specifies the super-
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FIG. 2. Doping dependence of the electron pocket oscilla-
tion frequency. The computed frequencies of the electron pockets
(red dots), in comparison with experimental data (black diamonds,
adapted from [50]). Oscillations from the hole pocket have fre-
quency ⇠100T, and are o↵-scale. On the top, electron spectral func-
tion corresponding to p = 10%, 12%, 14%. The commensuration
factor � = 0.40 � 0.73p, extrapolated from measurements in [51];
if we slightly modify this relation to � = 0.39 � 0.73p, we obtain
oscillation frequencies much closer to experimental observations.
Px

0 = Py
0 = 0.15.

are recomposed in a single orbit as described in section III A.
Note that the spectral function is obtained in the presence
of long-range charge order. At zero field the order is short-
ranged and the e↵ect is less visible. Therefore, it would be
quite di�cult to observe signatures of the electron pocket in
photoemission experiments.

The presence of closed pockets causes oscillations in the
density of states at the Fermi level, shown in Fig. 1(c). Peri-
odic oscillations with frequency matching the area of both the
electron and the hole pockets are clearly recognizable, cor-
responding to two pockets of area 1.55% and 0.326% of the
Brillouin zone. We find matching semiclassical orbits as fol-
lows: the red and blue contours in Fig. 1(a) are the contours
E

k

= 0 discussed in III A. By numerical integration, we find
the area within the red contour to be 1.45% of the Brillouin
zone, and we match it to the shortest oscillation period, while
the area within the blue contour is 0.321% of the Brillouin
zone, corresponding to the largest period. Both semiclassical
frequencies are quite close to the exact result.

Let us stress that previous treatments of this problem were
restricted to charge modulations with commensuration peri-
ods of 3-4 lattice spacing, whereas the experimental BDW is
incommensurate. The BDW discussed in Fig. 1 has a com-
mensuration period of 10 lattice spacings and � = 0.3, close
to experimental values, and there is no obstruction to study-
ing even longer commensuration periods. In fact, we are
able to compute the doping dependence of the oscillation fre-

FIG. 3. Evolution of A(k,! = 0) with increasingly isotropic
order. Electron spectral function with resonant orbits in evidence,
as the order transitions from stripe to checkerboard: stripe order
(Py

0/P
x
0 = 0) on the left, anisotropic checkerboard (Py

0/P
x
0 = 0.2) top

right, isotropic checkerboard (Py
0/P

x
0 = 1) bottom right. p = 11%,

Px
0 = 0.15, � = 0.3.

quency as the commensuration factor � varies. Although there
are theoretical models [32, 33] predicting that the bond order
wavevector is tied to the geometry of the Fermi surface, con-
necting special points called hot spots where the Fermi surface
intersects the magnetic Brillouin zone, it is unclear if the ex-
perimentally obtained wavevector is identical to this wavevec-
tor across di↵erent families of the cuprates. In this work, we
prefer to obtain the wavevector from experiment, and we take
� = 0.40 � 0.73p, based on the data in ref. [51].

As shown in fig. 2, the frequency of oscillations associ-
ated with the electron pocket grows with doping, in reasonable
agreement with experiments. This is confirmed by the grow-
ing size of the pocket as seen in the spectral function. We also
find that the size of the hole pocket decreases with doping,
and we observe a corresponding change in the oscillation fre-
quency.While this very small pocket is a rather natural and al-
most unavoidable consequence of this reconstruction scheme,
the detection of corresponding quantum oscillations is chal-
lenging. In particular, it may be di�cult to distinguish them
from the interference between electron pocket oscillations due
to bilayer splitting. Moreover, its location closer to the antin-
odal region leaves it more exposed to enhanced scattering and
superconducting fluctuations, and this could suppress the am-
plitude of oscillations beyond detection. There are however
indications of its existence in the recent work of Ref. 52.

The reconstruction scheme used so far assumes a bidi-
rectional bond density wave with equal amplitude on both
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FIG. 4. Fourier transform of the density of states with increasingly isotropic order. Py
0/P

x
0 = 0.0 corresponds to the pure stripe state,

while Py
0/P

x
0 = 1.0 is the state in which the density wave has equal amplitude along the x and y directions. Colored vertical bands associate

every peak with the corresponding orbit in Fig. 3 and 1. Multiple bands with the same color denote higher harmonics of the same fundamental.
The golden band is associated with the magnetic breakdown process shown in supplementary figure 1. p = 11%, Px

0 = 0.15, � = 0.3.
.

wavevectors Q1 = 2⇡ (�, 0) and Q2 = 2⇡ (0, �), a so called
checkerboard order. As there is some experimental evidence
[53, 54] that instead supports stripe order, it is natural to ask
how the picture changes when the order is not isotropic. Other
analysis of quantum oscillations in the presence of stripe or-
der are in Refs. 55–57, but with models and Fermi surface
configurations which di↵er from ours.

Fig. 3 displays the electron spectral function for purely
stripe order, anisotropic checkerboard order, and isotropic
checkerboard order. When the order is unidirectional, a single
large (⇠ 4% of Brillouin zone, in black) hole pocket is gener-
ated. Turning on a small amplitude on the second wavevector
causes the opening of further gaps, and the creation of one
electron pocket (in red) and two inequivalent hole pockets
(blue and green), which are smoothly connected to the ones
present in the isotropic case. All these features have a conse-
quence on the spectrum of quantum oscillations, as shown in
Fig. 4. In particular, oscillations from the large hole pocket are
disrupted as soon as the second wavevector gains a relatively
small amplitude, and peaks associated with the three smaller
pockets are immediately visible.

There is only one major peak whose frequency does not
correspond to the area of any pocket, and it is marked by a
golden band. This peak is a manifestation of magnetic break-
down, and is discussed in more detail in the supplementary
notes (section II.A).

C. Order parameter fluctuations above Tc

A quantitative e↵ective description of the zero field, T > Tc
regime of the underdoped cuprates has recently been proposed
in terms of a multicomponent O(6) order parameter, n (a 6-
component vector of unit length), collecting the order param-
eters of both superconductivity and BDW [11, 32, 34, 58].
At low temperature, terms that break the O(6) symmetry ex-
plicitly cause n to fluctuate preferentially along the direction
that corresponds to superconductivity. This produces long-
range superconductivity. On the other hand, at higher temper-
ature, O(6) symmetry is approximately restored and n fluctu-
ates along all directions, yielding short-ranged superconduct-
ing and bond order correlations. Here, we couple the O(6) or-
der to the electrons and compute the electronic self energies.
Similar computations of photoemission spectrum have been
carried out earlier for the case of superconducting fluctuations
[59–63]; our analysis below shows that a combined model
agrees well with many of the observed trends as a function
of temperature, angle around the Fermi surface, and energy.

The O(6) field, n, collects all components of the supercon-
ducting and bond order parameters,

n = (Re , Im , Re�x, Im�x, Re�y, Im�y) (2)
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FIG. 2. Doping dependence of the electron pocket oscilla-
tion frequency. The computed frequencies of the electron pockets
(red dots), in comparison with experimental data (black diamonds,
adapted from [50]). Oscillations from the hole pocket have fre-
quency ⇠100T, and are o↵-scale. On the top, electron spectral func-
tion corresponding to p = 10%, 12%, 14%. The commensuration
factor � = 0.40 � 0.73p, extrapolated from measurements in [51];
if we slightly modify this relation to � = 0.39 � 0.73p, we obtain
oscillation frequencies much closer to experimental observations.
Px

0 = Py
0 = 0.15.

are recomposed in a single orbit as described in section III A.
Note that the spectral function is obtained in the presence
of long-range charge order. At zero field the order is short-
ranged and the e↵ect is less visible. Therefore, it would be
quite di�cult to observe signatures of the electron pocket in
photoemission experiments.

The presence of closed pockets causes oscillations in the
density of states at the Fermi level, shown in Fig. 1(c). Peri-
odic oscillations with frequency matching the area of both the
electron and the hole pockets are clearly recognizable, cor-
responding to two pockets of area 1.55% and 0.326% of the
Brillouin zone. We find matching semiclassical orbits as fol-
lows: the red and blue contours in Fig. 1(a) are the contours
E

k

= 0 discussed in III A. By numerical integration, we find
the area within the red contour to be 1.45% of the Brillouin
zone, and we match it to the shortest oscillation period, while
the area within the blue contour is 0.321% of the Brillouin
zone, corresponding to the largest period. Both semiclassical
frequencies are quite close to the exact result.

Let us stress that previous treatments of this problem were
restricted to charge modulations with commensuration peri-
ods of 3-4 lattice spacing, whereas the experimental BDW is
incommensurate. The BDW discussed in Fig. 1 has a com-
mensuration period of 10 lattice spacings and � = 0.3, close
to experimental values, and there is no obstruction to study-
ing even longer commensuration periods. In fact, we are
able to compute the doping dependence of the oscillation fre-

FIG. 3. Evolution of A(k,! = 0) with increasingly isotropic
order. Electron spectral function with resonant orbits in evidence,
as the order transitions from stripe to checkerboard: stripe order
(Py

0/P
x
0 = 0) on the left, anisotropic checkerboard (Py

0/P
x
0 = 0.2) top

right, isotropic checkerboard (Py
0/P

x
0 = 1) bottom right. p = 11%,

Px
0 = 0.15, � = 0.3.

quency as the commensuration factor � varies. Although there
are theoretical models [32, 33] predicting that the bond order
wavevector is tied to the geometry of the Fermi surface, con-
necting special points called hot spots where the Fermi surface
intersects the magnetic Brillouin zone, it is unclear if the ex-
perimentally obtained wavevector is identical to this wavevec-
tor across di↵erent families of the cuprates. In this work, we
prefer to obtain the wavevector from experiment, and we take
� = 0.40 � 0.73p, based on the data in ref. [51].

As shown in fig. 2, the frequency of oscillations associ-
ated with the electron pocket grows with doping, in reasonable
agreement with experiments. This is confirmed by the grow-
ing size of the pocket as seen in the spectral function. We also
find that the size of the hole pocket decreases with doping,
and we observe a corresponding change in the oscillation fre-
quency.While this very small pocket is a rather natural and al-
most unavoidable consequence of this reconstruction scheme,
the detection of corresponding quantum oscillations is chal-
lenging. In particular, it may be di�cult to distinguish them
from the interference between electron pocket oscillations due
to bilayer splitting. Moreover, its location closer to the antin-
odal region leaves it more exposed to enhanced scattering and
superconducting fluctuations, and this could suppress the am-
plitude of oscillations beyond detection. There are however
indications of its existence in the recent work of Ref. 52.

The reconstruction scheme used so far assumes a bidi-
rectional bond density wave with equal amplitude on both
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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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Characteristics of FL* phase

T. Senthil, M. Vojta, and S. Sachdev, Phys. Rev. B 69, 035111 (2004)

• Fermi surface volume does not count
all electrons.

• Such a phasemust have low energy collective
gauge excitations (“topological” order).

• These low energy gauge excitations are needed
to account for the deficit in the Fermi sur-
face volume, in M. Oshikawa’s proof of the
Luttinger theorem.
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gauge theory. Its dominant density wave instability is a

predominantly d-form factor density wave with a wavevector Q
along the (1, 0) and (0, 1) square lattice directions, in agreement

with observations on the non-La-based cuprates.
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2. The “stripe” model corresponds to a s’-form 
factor, and this describes the La-based, lower 
Tc, hole-doped cuprate superconductors.
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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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evidence (explaining the rotational symmetry breaking) over a broad
temperature range in YBa2Cu3Oy (refs 14, 19–22). Therefore, instead
of being a defining property of the ordered state, the small amplitude of
the charge differentiation is more likely to be a consequence of stripe
order (the smectic phase of an electronic liquid crystal17) remaining
partly fluctuating (that is, nematic).
In stripe copper oxides, charge order at T5Tcharge is always accom-

panied by spin order at Tspin,Tcharge. Slowing down of the spin

fluctuations strongly enhances the spin–lattice (1/T1) and spin–spin
(1/T2) relaxation rates between Tcharge and Tspin for

139La nuclei. For
themore strongly hyperfine-coupled 63Cu, the relaxation rates become
so large that the Cu signal is gradually ‘wiped out’ on cooling below
Tcharge (refs 18, 23, 24). In contrast, the 63Cu(2) signal here in
YBa2Cu3Oy does not experience any intensity loss and 1/T1 does not
show any peak or enhancement as a function of temperature (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the anisotropy of the linewidth (Supplementary
Information) indicates that the spins, although staggered, align mostly
along the field (that is, c axis) direction, and the typical width of the
central lines at base temperature sets an uppermagnitude for the static
spin polarization as small as gÆSzæ# 23 1023mB for both samples in
fields of,30T. These consistent observations rule out the presence of
magnetic order, in agreement with an earlier suggestion based on the
presence of free-electron-like Zeeman splitting6.
In stripe-ordered copper oxides, the strong increase of 1/T2 on

cooling below Tcharge is accompanied by a crossover of the time decay
of the spin-echo from the high-temperature Gaussian form
exp(2K(t/T2G)2) to an exponential form exp(2t/T2E)18,23. A similar
crossover occurs here, albeit in a less extreme manner because of the
absence ofmagnetic order: 1/T2 sharply increases belowTcharge and the
decay actually becomes a combination of exponential and Gaussian
decays (Fig. 3). In Supplementary Information we provide evidence
that the typical values of the 1/T2E below Tcharge imply that antiferro-
magnetic (or ‘spin-density-wave’) fluctuations are slow enough to
appear frozen on the timescale of a cyclotron orbit 1/vc< 10212 s.
In principle, such slow fluctuations could reconstruct the Fermi sur-
face, provided that spins are correlated over large enough distances25,26

(see also ref. 9). It is unclear whether this condition is fulfilled here. The
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Figure 4 | Phase diagram of underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy. The charge ordering
temperature Tcharge (defined as the onset of the Cu2F line splitting; blue open
circles) coincides with T0 (brown plus signs), the temperature at which the Hall
constant RH changes its sign. T0 is considered as the onset of the Fermi surface
reconstruction11–13. The continuous line represents the superconducting
transition temperature Tc. The dashed line indicates the speculative nature of
the extrapolation of the field-induced charge order. The magnetic transition
temperatures (Tspin) are frommuon-spin-rotation (mSR) data (green stars)27.T0
and Tspin vanish close to the same critical concentration p5 0.08. A scenario of
field-induced spin order has been predicted for p. 0.08 (ref. 8) by analogy with
La1.855Sr0.145CuO4, for which the non-magnetic ground state switches to
antiferromagnetic order in fields greater than a few teslas (ref. 7 and references
therein).Ourwork, however, shows that spin order does not occur up to,30T.
In contrast, the field-induced charge order reported here raises the question of
whether a similar field-dependent charge order actually underlies the field
dependence of the spin order in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6.45. Error bars
represent the uncertainty in defining the onset of theNMR line splitting (Fig. 1f
and Supplementary Figs 8–10).
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Figure 3 | Slow spin fluctuations instead of spin order. a, b, Temperature
dependence of the planar 63Cu spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for p5 0.108
(a) and p5 0.12 (b). The absence of any peak/enhancement on cooling rules
out the occurrence of a magnetic transition. c, d, Increase in the 63Cu spin–spin
relaxation rate 1/T2 on cooling below,Tcharge, obtained from a fit of the spin-
echo decay to a stretched form s(t) / exp(2(t/T2)

a), for p5 0.108 (c) and
p5 0.12 (d). e, f, Stretching exponent a for p5 0.108 (e) and p5 0.12 (f). The
deviation from a5 2 on cooling arises mostly from an intrinsic combination of
Gaussian and exponential decays, combined with some spatial distribution of
T2 values (Supplementary Information). The grey areas define the crossover
temperature Tslow below which slow spin fluctuations cause 1/T2 to increase
and to become field dependent; note that the change of shape of the spin-echo
decay occurs at a slightly higher (,115K) temperature than Tslow. Tslow is
slightly lower thanTcharge, which is consistentwith the slow fluctuations being a
consequence of charge-stripe order. The increase of a at the lowest
temperatures probably signifies that the condition cÆhz2æ1/2tc= 1, where tc is
the correlation time, is no longer fulfilled, so that the associated decay is no
longer a pure exponential. We note that the upturn of 1/T2 is already present at
15T, whereas no line splitting is detected at this field. The field therefore affects
the spin fluctuations quantitatively but not qualitatively. g, Plot of NMR signal
intensity (corrected for a temperature factor 1/T and for the T2 decay) against
temperature. Open circles, p5 0.108 (28.5T); filled circles, p5 0.12 (33.5T).
The absence of any intensity loss at low temperatures also rules out the presence
of magnetic order with any significant moment. Error bars represent the added
uncertainties in signal analysis, experimental conditions andT2measurements.
All measurements are with H | | c.
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